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Ottawa and the EU Prepare a Free trade Agreement while lobbies of the US Strengthen
Protectionist Pressures
By Marta García Aller
Canada is the second largest country in the world and surely one of the few in which
many of its citizens sleep peacefully without locking the front door. However, there
seems to be trouble brewing in paradise of late: The neighbour downstairs who has been
making noise since the crisis began. Realizing that 70% of its exports are destined
towards the US, it is no surprise that the winds of protectionism are blowing through the
maple leaves.
Although Barack Obama, having barely arrived in the White house has guaranteed
Canada that he will avoid protectionist measures, Ottawa sill prefers diversifying its
economic dependencies as much as possible, in case the President changes his mind.
“This crisis has to be fought with commercial freedom,” declared Roy MacLaren,
president of the CERT. “The situation in the US worries us, yes. But protectionism is not
resurging in Washington, but among local lobbyists, who are pressuring the Obama
Administration to protect their industries. What worries them the most is Mexico, their
other NAFTA partner. I don’t think they’d go against Canada.”
Canadians have been trying for 15 years to break into the EU market with a free trade
agreement. If this attempt works, it will be the first bilateral treaty which will link the EU
with a developed country. For Canada, the EU is its second largest commercial partner
after the US, and for the EU Canada is its second investment country. Both will benefit
from the agreement if they manage to finalize the talks beginning in May.
“The bilateral agreement will increase business and investments at least $40,000 million
CAD within seven years of operation,” said MacLaren. The bilateral business between
the EU and Canada rose in 2008 to $ 90,100 million CAD. But MacLaren, who has
undergone the negotiation process in Brussels since the 1990s, admits that the path won’t
be easy: “With Brussels it never is”. With optimism, he reckons that negotiations will last
no less than one year.
Better Doha. Another complication added to what must be faced is, of course, the crisis.
“The current economic context impedes commercial liberalization. It is increasing
protectionism and diminishing commerce”, explained Frederico Steinberg, chief
investigator of Economy and International Commerce of the Real Instituto Elcano”. I am
rather sceptical that new financial agreements can be finalized during the crisis.”

But if the free trade agreement between Canada and the EU manages to prosper in the
end, it could serve as a model of negotiations for other countries such as Japan, Australia,
New Zealand or the US.
“Bilateral agreements are easier to negotiate, but less desirable than multilateral
agreements such as those on the roundtable at Doha,” affirmed Steinberg. To Canadians,
however, patience is running out. For MacLaren, “Doha isn’t moving fast enough in a
time when counteracting protectionism is an urgent matter.”
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More than Friends: Canada and the EU negotiate a Free Trade agreement
Second Partner: The EU is Canada’ second commercial partner. The country of the
Maple Leaf is also Europe’s second largest investor. The first of both parties is the
US.
Competitive Destination: Canada is the investment destination most valued by
Spanish companies, according to the Club de Exportadores e Inversores.
An Open Economy: 35% of the Canadian GDP depends on exports of goods and
services.
What Will we Bring Back from Canada?: The primary exports of the North American
country to the EU are primary materials, such as paste, paper, commodities of
equipment and the aerospace sector.
Bilateral Growth: Business between Canada and Spain reached #1.864 million in
2008 (29% more than in 2007)
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